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Cloud Conversions
In 2018, SME’s that aren’t on the cloud aren’t in the game. A growing tide of
financial add-ons and business support systems connected via cloud API’s mean
that traditional desktop systems are being shut out of new techniques and service
offerings available to their cloud-based competitors.
As Xero platinum partners, Receipt Bank gold, FUTRLI platinum and CHASER experts, Blu Sky are cloud
conversion champions. We start with the conversion of your financial systems and build from there.
We can assist in full financial process mapping and revaluation as well as advising on further business
ops add-ons such as HR and legal systems.
Blu Sky’s dedicated team are ALL Xero certified advisors and all make use of the Xero eco system of
add-ons extensively.
We work closely with add-ons in credit control, data extraction, financial reporting, access to capital
and staff expense management.
Blu Sky work with a huge network of cloud integrators across the UK meaning that when we don’t
know the answer our network does, ensuring you get the best possible transition from desktop to
cloud. We will also come back and review any snagging issues.
Our service doesn’t stop once you’re in the cloud though. We work with you in the following months
and years to fine-tune the service offering and ensure that all your add-ons and integrations work for
you in the most efficient way possible!
So, if you would like to harness the expertise of the Blu Sky Team then act now and contact us!
All our fixed fee packages cover the following:
•

Software costs including the UK’s leading cloud platform Xero as well as Xero add ons Receipt
Bank and Blu Prints.

•

Payroll

•

VAT

•

Bookkeeping support

•

Yearend statutory accounts

•

Company corporation Tax return

•

Personal Tax return for the main company director(s)

•

Management of the company Person of Significant Control register

•

Submission of the annual confirmation statement to Companies House

All our packages are designed bespoke to your specific needs for
a fixed, agreed, monthly fee.
Call us to find out more on 0191 258 7676, or email info@blusky.co.uk.
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